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Team science suffers when junior researchers see their career-defining contributions to a paper downplayed. Here’s how to tackle disputes.
The authorship rows that sour scientific collaborations
SHREVEPORT, La. - More than a month after being placed on administrative leave, Dr. Jennifer Woerner has filed a petition in state district court Wednesday.
Shreveport doctor files suit against LSU Health Sciences
President Muhammadu Buhari has urged universities in the country to give more attention to entrepreneurship trainings in their in order to produce graduates that will be job creators instead of job ...
President Buhari urges universities to emphasise on entrepreneurship training
Registration is open for the Art and Productive Capacity of Active Listening, an online professional development seminar offered by the Office of Professional and Continuing Education.
Coonrod leading new professional development seminar
With such a range of expanded media, which Doctor Who moments have you missed out ...
10 Doctor Who Moments You're Missing From Expanded Media
James Crawford was only the second Australian to be appointed as a judge to the International Court Of Justice.
‘Probably Australia’s greatest international lawyer of all time’
The LSE IR PhD programme was listed 14th for the 'Top PhD Program ... Students in the MIS program may concentrate on a variety of global issues or regional fields, including conflict resolution, ...
Programmes of study
More than a month after being placed on administrative leave, a doctor at LSU Health has filed a lawsuit in Caddo District Court asking to be immediately reinstated.
Doctor files suit demanding reinstatement at LSU Health amid claims of discrimination, retaliation
President Muhammadu Buhari, on Saturday, charged universities in the country to devote greater attention to entrepreneurship trainings in order to produce graduates that will create jobs, not job ...
Buhari tasks universities to produce more entrepreneurs, not job seekers
He received his doctorate from the University of Oxford ... including the Journal of Conflict Resolution, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, and Biological Conservation.
Brian McQuinn
a visit to the doctor is not something you owe your partner an explanation for, even if you’re at odds about the reason behind it. No matter how much work you put into conflict resolution ...
What If My Partner Doesn't Want Kids, And I Do?
Doctor claims her suspension from LSU Health Shreveport is retaliatory in nature, linked to complaints against school chancellor SHREVEPORT, La. (KSLA) - Punitive. Retaliatory. Unlawful. That’s how a ...
Doctor sues LSU Health Shreveport, claims her suspension is retaliation for complaints against school chancellor
Second, one would expect a group of educators to do its homework. It is shocking that a resolution so biased and inaccurate would be drafted by a local chapter, approved, and then sent to the general ...
When UTLA Educators Decided to Go After a Foreign Country, Guess Which One They Picked?
"The problem is that this conflict cannot easily be resolved – not until both sides negotiate on a mutually agreed resolution that takes into account Palestinian self determination and human ...
This is the decades-long history behind the Israeli-Palestinian conflict
Findings from my doctoral research that sought an in ... Historic trauma has a generational impact on cultural approaches to conflict resolution and informs parenting practices in the country ...
Apartheid laws created the misery that SA’s children and their caregivers find themselves in
Picture: Doctor Ngcobo/African News Agency/Pool Northern ... certain dangers and imperatives that caused factionalism and conflict. “As an organisation we do very little to celebrate the ...
Ace Magashule a ‘peculiar problem’ – ANC Northern Cape
Meanwhile, the U.S. opposes a draft U.N. Security Council resolution calling for a cease-fire in the conflict between Israel and Gaza's Hamas rulers. The U.S. says it could interfere with the ...
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